A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

Criminal Law and Procedure – Animal Abuse Registry

FOR the purpose of requiring the Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services to establish the Maryland Animal Abuse Registry; requiring the Registry to be updated in a certain manner and to include certain information; requiring a certain person convicted of certain crimes involving animals to register with a certain county sheriff; exempting a person from registration under certain circumstances; requiring a person who is required to register under this Act to register within a certain period of time; requiring a registrant to provide certain information for registration; requiring the county sheriff to obtain a certain digital image from a person registering under this Act; requiring a registrant to update certain information in a certain manner; establishing that a certain registration shall stay in effect for a certain period of time; requiring the county sheriff to forward certain registration information to the Department; requiring a registrant to pay an annual registration fee; requiring a county sheriff to remit certain fees in a certain manner; establishing the Animal Abuse Registry Fund; providing for the distribution of money in the Fund; requiring Registry information to be made public in a certain manner; establishing a procedure by which a person may obtain an order exempting the person from a certain registration requirement; prohibiting a person who is subject to registration under this Act from knowingly failing to register or provide accurate information when registering; prohibiting a person who is subject to registration under this Act from owning an animal; requiring a certain pet store or animal breeder in this State to determine whether the name and address of a person seeking to purchase or adopt an animal appears on the Registry; prohibiting a certain pet store or animal breeder from knowingly offering, selling, delivering, giving, or providing an animal to a person registered on the Registry; establishing penalties for a violation of this Act; defining certain terms; and generally relating to the establishment of an animal abuse registry.

BY adding to

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
WHEREAS, There is significant data demonstrating the link between violent crime committed against people and the abuse of animals; and

WHEREAS, The General Assembly of Maryland finds that the people of the State have a significant interest in identifying animal abusers; now, therefore,

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Criminal Procedure

SUBTITLE 11. MARYLAND ANIMAL ABUSE REGISTRY.

11–1101.

(A) In this subtitle the following words have the meanings indicated.

(B) “ANIMAL ABUSE CRIME” means:


(2) An attempt to commit an offense listed in item (1) of this subsection; or

(3) A crime committed in a federal, state, or foreign jurisdiction that, if committed in this State, would constitute one of the crimes listed in item (1) or (2) of this subsection.

(C) “ANIMAL BREEDER” means an entity engaged in the practice of facilitating the reproduction of animals for the purpose of selling the resulting offspring to one or more other individuals or entities.

(D) “ANIMAL SHELTER” means a public animal control facility or any other facility that is operated by an organization or individual for
THE PURPOSE OF PROTECTING ANIMALS FROM CRUELTY, NEGLECT, OR ABUSE.

(E) “Fund” means the Animal Abuse Registry Fund established under this subtitle.

(F) “Pet store” means a place or premises where birds, mammals, or reptiles are kept for the purpose of:

(1) sale, at either wholesale or retail;
(2) import;
(3) export;
(4) barter;
(5) exchange; or
(6) gift.

(G) “Registrant” means a person required to register under § 11–1104 of this subtitle.

(H) “Registry” means the Maryland Animal Abuse Registry, established under § 11–1103 of this subtitle.

(I) “Release” has the meaning stated in § 11–701 of this title.

(J) “Supervising authority” means an agency or a person that is responsible for collecting the information for the initial registration of a registrant and is:

(1) the Secretary, if the registrant is in the custody of a correctional facility operated by the Department;

(2) the administrator of a local correctional facility, if the registrant, including a participant in a home detention program, is in the custody of the local correctional facility;

(3) the court that granted the probation or suspended sentence, except as provided in item (9) of this subsection, if the registrant is granted probation before judgment, probation after judgment, or a suspended sentence;
(4) THE DIRECTOR OF THE PATUXENT INSTITUTION, IF THE
REGISTRANT IS IN THE CUSTODY OF THE PATUXENT INSTITUTION;

(5) THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, IF THE REGISTRANT IS IN THE
CUSTODY OF A FACILITY OPERATED BY THE MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH;

(6) THE COURT IN WHICH THE REGISTRANT WAS CONVICTED, IF THE
REGISTRANT’S SENTENCE DOES NOT INCLUDE A TERM OF IMPRISONMENT OR IF THE
SENTENCE IS MODIFIED TO TIME SERVED;

(7) THE SECRETARY, IF THE REGISTRANT IS IN THE STATE UNDER
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR ADULT OFFENDER
SUPERVISION, SET FORTH IN TITLE 6, SUBTITLE 2 OF THE CORRECTIONAL
SERVICES ARTICLE, OR THE INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS COMPACT, SET FORTH IN
TITLE 8, SUBTITLE 6 OF THE CORRECTIONAL SERVICES ARTICLE;

(8) THE LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT UNIT WHERE THE REGISTRANT IS
A RESIDENT, IS A TRANSIENT, OR HABITUALLY LIVES ON MOVING FROM ANOTHER
JURISDICTION OR FOREIGN COUNTRY THAT REQUIRES REGISTRATION, IF THE
REGISTRANT IS NOT UNDER SUPERVISION, CUSTODY, OR CONTROL OF ANOTHER
SUPERVISING AUTHORITY;

(9) THE DIRECTOR OF PAROLE AND PROBATION, IF THE REGISTRANT
IS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE DIVISION OF PAROLE AND PROBATION; OR

(10) THE SECRETARY OF JUVENILE SERVICES, IF THE REGISTRANT
WAS A MINOR AT THE TIME THE ACT WAS COMMITTED FOR WHICH REGISTRATION IS
REQUIRED.

11–1102.

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SUBTITLE, A PERSON IS CONVICTED WHEN THE
PERSON:

(1) IS FOUND GUILTY OF A CRIME BY A JURY OR JUDICIAL OFFICER;

OR

(2) ENTERS A PLEA OF GUILTY OR NOLO CONTENDERE.

11–1103.

(A) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A CENTRAL
COMPUTERIZED REGISTRY OF ALL PERSONS CONVICTED OF AN ANIMAL ABUSE CRIME THAT ARE REQUIRED TO REGISTER IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 11–1104 OF THIS SUBTITLE, TO BE KNOWN AS THE MARYLAND ANIMAL ABUSE REGISTRY.

(b) The Registry shall be updated based on information made available to the Department, including information acquired in accordance with the registration provisions of § 11–1104 of this subtitle.

(c) For each registrant, the Registry shall include:

(1) the registrant’s name;

(2) the registrant’s residential address;

(3) the date and a description of the crime for which registration is required; and

(4) a digital image of the registrant’s head and shoulders taken in full-face view.

11–1104.

(a) In this section, “resident” means a person who lives in this State when the person:

(1) is released;

(2) is granted probation;

(3) is granted a suspended sentence; or

(4) receives a sentence that does not include a term of imprisonment.

(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, a person convicted of an animal abuse crime shall register with the county sheriff for the county in which the person resides:

(1) if the person is a resident, on or before the date that the person:

(1) is released;
(II) IS GRANTED PROBATION;

(III) IS GRANTED A SUSPENDED SENTENCE; OR

(IV) RECEIVES A SENTENCE THAT DOES NOT INCLUDE A TERM OF IMPRISONMENT; OR

(2) IF THE PERSON MOVES INTO THE STATE, WITHIN 7 DAYS AFTER THE EARLIER OF THE DATE THAT THE PERSON:

(I) ESTABLISHES A TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT RESIDENCE IN THE STATE; OR

(II) APPLIES FOR A DRIVER’S LICENSE IN THE STATE.

(C) NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF LAW, A PERSON IS NO LONGER SUBJECT TO REGISTRATION UNDER THIS SUBTITLE IF:

(1) THE UNDERLYING CONVICTION REQUIRING REGISTRATION IS REVERSED, VACATED, OR SET ASIDE;

(2) THE REGISTRANT IS PARDONED FOR THE UNDERLYING CONVICTION; OR

(3) SUBJECT TO § 11–1109 OF THIS SUBTITLE, THE CIRCUIT COURT IN THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE PERSON RESIDES ENTERS AN ORDER EXEMPTING THE PERSON FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SUBTITLE.

11–1105.

(A) A REGISTRANT SHALL PROVIDE THE COUNTY SHERIFF WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

(1) THE REGISTRANT’S LEGAL NAME;

(2) THE REGISTRANT’S CURRENT ADDRESS OR LOCATION;

(3) THE CRIME OF WHICH THE REGISTRANT WAS CONVICTED; AND

(4) THE DATE AND LOCATION OF THE CRIME.

(B) THE COUNTY SHERIFF SHALL OBTAIN A DIGITAL IMAGE OF THE
REGISTRANT’S HEAD AND SHOULDERS TAKEN IN FULL–FACE VIEW.

(c) A registrant shall update the registrant’s registration information:

(1) Annually; and

(2) To reflect any change in address within 10 days of the change.

(d) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, registration under this subtitle shall remain in effect for a period of 15 years following either the date of conviction or date of release from incarceration, whichever is later.

(2) The period described in paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be extended an additional 20 years for each conviction for an animal abuse crime that occurs after the initial registration.

(e) The county sheriff shall forward all registration information to the Department.

11–1106.

(a) In addition to any fine, fee, or penalty levied or imposed as provided by law, each registrant shall pay an annual registration fee of $50.

(b) The county sheriff shall remit the annual registration fees collected under subsection (a) of this section to the State Treasurer for deposit into the Animal Abuse Registry Fund.

11–1107.

(a) (1) There is an Animal Abuse Registry Fund.

(2) The Fund consists of:

(i) money distributed to the Fund from annual registration fees collected under § 11–1106 of this subtitle; and

(ii) money made available to the Fund from any other source.
(3) The Fund is a special, continuing, nonlapsing fund that is not subject to § 7–302 of the State Finance and Procurement Article.

(4) The State Treasurer shall separately hold and the Comptroller shall account for the Fund.

(5) The Fund shall be invested and reinvested in the same manner as other State funds.

(6) The Fund is subject to audit by the Office of Legislative Audits as provided in § 2–1220 of the State Government Article.

(B) (1) The Fund may be used only for funding the administration of this subtitle by county sheriffs and the Department.

(2) Up to 65% of the money in the Fund shall be payable to the counties to fund the collection of the information by the county sheriffs in accordance with § 11–1105 of this subtitle.

(3) Up to 35% of the money in the Fund shall be payable to the Department to fund the establishment and administration of the Maryland Animal Abuse Registry in accordance with § 11–1103 of this subtitle.

(C) This section does not prohibit the Fund from receiving money from any other source.

11–1108.

Information contained in the Maryland Animal Abuse Registry shall be made available to the public through the Internet, by telephone, by written access, and in person.

11–1109.

(A) A person convicted of an animal abuse crime who would otherwise be required to register under § 11–1104 of this subtitle may petition the circuit court in the county in which the person resides for an order exempting the person from the registration requirements of this subtitle.

(B) (1) (I) The circuit court may enter an order exempting a
PERSON FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SUBTITLE IF THE
COURT FINDS THAT:

1. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE ANIMAL ABUSE CRIME,
   IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE PERSON’S CRIMINAL HISTORY, DO NOT INDICATE A RISK
   THAT THE PERSON WILL COMMIT ANOTHER ANIMAL ABUSE CRIME;

2. THE PERSON IS NOT A DANGER TO ANIMALS; AND

3. THE PERSON IS NOT A DANGER TO THE PUBLIC.

(ii) The circuit court shall specify in writing the
reasons for its findings.

(2) On making the findings described in paragraph (1) of
this subsection, the circuit court shall enter an order exempting the
person from the registration requirements of this subtitle and
ordering the department to remove the person’s registration
information from the Registry.

11–1110.

(A) A person who is subject to registration under § 11–1104 of
this subtitle may not knowingly:

(1) fail to register with the county sheriff;

(2) fail to provide accurate information when registering
under § 11–1104 of this subtitle; or

(3) possess an animal while subject to the registration
requirements of this subtitle.

(B) A person who violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor
and on conviction is subject to a fine not exceeding $2,000.

11–1111.

(A) This section does not apply to an animal shelter.

(B) A pet store or an animal breeder in this State shall
determine whether the name and address of a person seeking to
purchase or adopt an animal appears on the Registry.
(C) A PET STORE OR ANIMAL BREEDER MAY NOT KNOWINGLY OFFER, SELL, DELIVER, GIVE, OR PROVIDE AN ANIMAL TO A PERSON REGISTERED ON THE REGISTRY.

(D) A PET STORE OR ANIMAL BREEDER THAT VIOLATES THIS SECTION IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR AND ON CONVICTION IS SUBJECT TO A FINE NOT EXCEEDING $5,000.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2018.